
Matrix Gemini 6.0 Release Notes
Requirements
Name Version
.NET Framework 4.7.2

Enhancements
Description References
Matrix Gemini 6 and its associated programs and assemblies have been
converted from 32-bit (x86) to 64-bit (x64), including the main ones
below:
• Matrix Gemini Windows Desktop
• Matrix Gemini Web
• Configure Matrix
• API
• Scheduler Task Launcher Service
• Configure Scheduler
• Field Analytics System Web Service
• Field Analytics System Configuration Editor

BrEn1070

Matrix Admin has been upgraded to 64 bit and uses the same engine as
Matrix Gemini. TFS10141

New Calculation Engine BrEn1091
Upgraded to SAP Crystal Reports runtime engine for .NET Framework
(64-bit). BrEn1049

The Exclusive Limits feature has been implemented. BrPr2490
The old Translation feature has been removed. TFS10795
The old Template Registration feature (994F101) has been removed. TFS11274
The old Grading feature (171) has been removed from Substance
Management. TFS11266

The manual blood cell type counting plugin ‘Manual Differential’ is now
installed with the Windows desktop version of Matrix Gemini, into its
executable folder.

BrEn1069

The driver used internally by Matrix to connect to Oracle databases has
been updated to the ODP.Net driver provided by Oracle. TFS10509

A new action “check” in CfgMat.exe has been added to assist in
checking configurations for potential issues. TFS10940

The CfgMat.exe “upgrade” action now allows the user to specify DB
Versions to upgrade to.
A new action “resources” has been added to allow running the Resource
String import as a stand-alone task.

TFS11332

It is now possible to refer to the selected hotspot (sample point for
Image Container of LocationEditWorkflow screen) of an Image
Container or DB Image Container in configuration.

BrEn1137

A mechanism has been designed to allow developers to wrap multiple
save operations in a database transaction. TFS10883

Timberlake




Description References
A new CfgMat.exe action “screens” has been added to help map the
screens in a system and where they are used.
NOTE: This is a Preview of the feature and not supported.

TFS10988

An improvement to the management of Substance Limits when the
associated Test is modified (see also BrPr2481). BrEn1145

Bugs Fixed
Description References
Pressing the Expands/Collapses TreeNode button (control ID 190) using
an AutoButton option sequence could display the error ‘An item with the
same key has already been added’ in some circumstances, for the web
version of Matrix Gemini.

TFS10878

A bug that prevented 0-width grid columns from being handled correctly
in Matrix Web was fixed. TFS11129

MultiSubstanceTestUpdateWorkflow screen of substance maintenance
would allow update of substance tests of composite substances. TFS11330

SampleDetails changes made by Editable List would not be saved. BrPr2101
Calculations would not be run when displaying result entry after
populating a field result. BrPr2270

If a source result had populated a cross result in more than one test,
and the test of the source result was then retested, the status of the
tests of the cross results would revert from validated to tested.

BrPr2506

Corrected the Default Screen Resource for the
SubstanceTestUpdateWorkflow, and the description for the Update All
button.

TFS11333

Corrected an error when using the
LoadAllSampleTestsWhenScreenDisplays screen option. BrPr2495

Corrected the population of SampleTestLimits.ComponentName from
SubstanceLimits in Bulk Sample Registration. BrPr2042

An issue with correctly displaying selected list rows in Matrix Web was
corrected. TFS11364

When users simultaneously enter results against the same sample an
Audit Number error will not be raised. BrPr2478

An issue with the automatic sizing of the last column of an editable list
box which could cause the incorrect appearance of the horizontal scroll
bar has been resolved.

BrPr2053

An issue in a Sample Management Workflow where a user pressed
delete, cancelled the delete and then approved the sample would result
in the sample being deleted has been resolved.

BrPr2487

An issue on desktop where a treeview of certain heights the last item
would not be visible has been resolved. BrPr2424

An issue with using analytic functions which contained an order by
clause has been resolved. BrPr2337

Async web grid would not display calculation errors correctly has been
resolved. TFS11317



Description References
An issue where the Web Screenshot button would lock up was
corrected.

TFS11342,
TFS11344

An issue where a different or no test would be shown in the Grid when
saving results was corrected. TFS11435

Update of Windows desktop DB Image Container, when changing
number of sample points/hotspots displayed from one or more to zero,
had no effect.
Update of Web Image Container or DB Image Container, when changing
number of sample points/hotspots displayed, had no effect.

BrPr2517

Modified Temporary File clean up mechanism to not run multiple times in
parallel. TFS11673

Corrected the error message displayed when attempting to delete an in-
use Substance TFS11705

Improved the selection of Listfield option for secondary workflow bound
lists TFS11630

File browser button does not return the full path of the file in
Chrome/FireFox BrPr2341

Corrected an issue with the default columns displayed when configuring
the Primary Substances list in the Substance Edit Workflow TFS11758

Changed the MenuItemEditorWorkflow.NextScreenParameters control
(ID=302) to not be required TFS11759

Added a missing error message in Sample Test Selection Workflow TFS11805
Column headers of new version of web grid would not update if data
changed but number of columns was the same after saving. TFS11771

Screen Editor will show error message and remain open if an error
occurs when closing. TFS11103

Fixed an issue in Single Sample Extended Result Entry that cancelling
the Reload button caused the existing samples to be unavailable for
selection.

TFS11854

Fixed bug that meant the Legacy Database Update process wrote a log
folder to the root drive instead of AppData TFS11851

Fixed bug that prevented the DB Grid from displaying data when run on
an Oracle database with ODP.NET TFS11905


